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TOBACCO
Our take on a classic—a bountiful harvest of smooth tobacco 
flavor makes an ideal alternative to traditional tobacco use.

KEY LIME COOKIE
Melt-in-your-mouth buttery cookies brightened with the 
sweet yet tangy citrus flavor of world famous Key Limes.MTL
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555 TOBACCO
555’s rich tobacco base promotes warmer notes of hazelnuts, 
almonds and walnuts lightly bathed in caramel and vanilla.

V-FROST
Shake your senses with our gratifying menthol blend! 
V-Frost is a mildly sweet and chilling menthol experience.MTL
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VANILLA
Savor each sweet puff of this silky smooth vanilla. Don’t let the 
name fool you—this decadent blend is anything but ordinary.

WATERMELON CHILL 
Refreshing watermelon meets the smooth chill of mint. This 
unique combination is the perfect remedy to beat the heat.MTL
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BLUEBERRY
An irresistably sweet liquid that perfectly captures the 
essence of freshly picked blueberries on a bright summer day.

STRAWBERRY
Send your mind frolicking through fields of ripe red berries. 
Amazing on its own or blended with your favorite fruity flavors! MTL
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PINK GRAPEFRUIT
The mysterious fruit from Barbados gushes citrus flavor. Quench 
your curiosity with the tangy, bitter goodness of this vape.

ZEN
An exotic, stress-relieving fusion of lychee, guava and 
sweet peach with passionflower, and chamomile.MTL
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BANANA NUT
The aroma of freshly baked banana nut bread will make your 
taste buds swoon—savor the nutty caramel and ripe bananas.

GREEN APPLE
All the crisp juiciness you expect from a Granny Smith apple 
in a juice that’s always in season.MTL
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MOJITO
Travel to the Caribbean with tangy lime and Cachaça, a tropical 
spirit distilled from sugar cane, topped with a hint of mint!

PINK LEMONADE
Zingy lemonade blend with just the right amount of red fruit. A 
slight tang on the tongue gives way to a smooth citrus exhale.MTL
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TANGERINE
Savor the invigorating blend of clementines, ripe oranges,  
and juicy tangerines destined to become your daily favorite.

LIMÓN
A burst of sour lemon meets sweet lime, creating a perfect 
refreshing hit for those hot summer days.MTL
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KIWI REDBERRY 
A tropical splendor of clean apple and not overly sweet 
bright acai berry. A soft tropical breeze. A utopia of ripe acai.

APPLE ACAI 
A tropical splendor of clean apple and not overly sweet 
bright acai berry. A soft tropical breeze. A utopia of ripe acai.MTL
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WARNING: This product
contains nicotine. Nicotine is an

addictive chemical.


